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The Scope of the Work

- 43 Districts

- Approximately 500,000 students K-12

- Approximately 22,000 teachers K-12
Learning and Leadership Core Purpose

Improve the quality of teaching and learning through the improvement of teacher practice, instructional leadership, and district systems of support.
SDCOE NGSS Services

- Elementary Science Academy
- NGSS 3-Day Academy
- Science Leadership and Professional Development Network
- Consultation/Support for District Leadership and Science Leadership Teams
- Outreach to Formal and Informal Educators
San Diego County Highlights

• Early Implementation Districts
  • San Diego Unified
  • Vista Unified
  • Lakeside Unified

• February 20, 2015 NGSS Leadership Conference
  • 35 districts, 240 participants

• Over 2000 educators have participated in county wide professional development around NGSS in the past 18 months